In the past 6 years, 2,603 Victims Rescued and 1,365 Traffickers Arrested.

We are just at mid-year and have almost matched our rescue and arrest totals for 2018!

In the past 6 years,

- **2,603** Victims Rescued
- **1,365** Traffickers Arrested

**O.U.R. PROGRESS REPORT: January-June 2019**

**771** Victims Rescued

**451** Traffickers Arrested

**Ourrescue.org | @ourrescue**

**Sentences have been announced for predators we helped capture.**

- **Dominican Republic** - German predator will serve 20 years
- **Peru** - American predator will serve 27 years

*Both sentences are a significant amount of years for sex trafficking. This shows that progress is being made in this fight.*

**We are now supporting Aftercare in Ukraine and Nepal and are planning future rescue operations and training law enforcement.**

**K9 UPDATE**

*Where are our K9’s located?*

- Dug and Frankie - California
- Spike - Pennsylvania
- Chip - Washington
- Siri - Florida
- Banner - Alabama
- Reptar - Ohio

Combined these dogs have been able to accomplish: **26 operations, 60 arrests and 10 rescues.**

**O.U.R. now has 10,000 registered volunteers worldwide**

**ourrescue.org | @ourrescue**

**We are facilitating the repatriation of survivors back to 3 different home countries in Africa. These survivors were found trafficked by false employment agencies throughout the Mediterranean.**